Bringing Social Science Into Critical Zone Science: Exploring Smallholder Farmers’ Learning Preferences in Chinese Human-Modified Critical Zones
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Abstract There is a growing global emphasis on sustainable agriculture to reduce human impacts and improve delivery of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). With increasing investment in critical zone observatories (CZOs), it becomes important to understand how sustainable agricultural knowledge is produced, shared and used between different groups including farmers, scientists and government. To explore these issues, scientists leading the knowledge exchange (KE) component of a China-UK CZO program studied three farming regions with contrasting geologies and varying economic levels, using a practice-based research method. We demonstrate how additional funding for social science research allowed us to understand how farmers access and share farming knowledge through bonding, bridging and linking networks, and how this varies spatially, using interviews and survey questionnaires. Knowledge flows, barriers and opportunities for designing locally suited two-way KE activities were identified. First, we highlight the need for a more locally, socially embedded and reflexive approach to build trust and better address pressing local environmental challenges. Second, we show how social science can usefully inform KE for collaborative, international development science, to draw on local knowledge, promote research impacts and capacity building while avoiding knowledge mismatches. Lastly, a blueprint for the design and funding of future CZOs, social-ecological and planetary health research agendas that combine science, social science, local knowledge and KE is presented, including the need for substantive sustainable science research to take place in addition to science research in human-modified landscapes—enabling the CZ science to be better grounded in, informed by and useful to local communities.

Plain Language Summary There is a growing global need for sustainable agriculture to reduce human impacts on the environment. To do this, we need to have a better understanding of how sustainable agricultural knowledge is produced, shared and used between different groups including farmers, scientists and government. In this paper, we explored these issues in three farming regions in China, using a practice-based research method where we interviewed and surveyed several 100 farmers. We found that in two of the three regions, farmers access and share farming knowledge through family networks, whilst in the third region farmers learned from a broader range of groups including scientists and government. We recommend that future science studies in stressed agricultural landscapes use a more local approach to build trust and carry out science that better addresses pressing local environmental challenges. This requires us to study people, the residents in these landscapes, using social science, alongside understanding how the landscape is functioning ecologically. Lastly, we propose a new “blueprint” for funding of future science, social-ecological and planetary health research agendas that combine science, social science, local knowledge and knowledge exchange. This will enable environmental science to be better grounded in, informed by and useful to local communities.

1. Introduction

Governments increasingly recognize the need to involve stakeholders and local knowledge to improve policy-making for pressing environmental issues such as climate change adaptation, environmental protection and land management (Diver, 2017; Edelenbos et al., 2011). Through active bilateral knowledge sharing (Zheng et al., 2019a) new insights can be co-created to aid decision-making, and shared to meet the needs of policy-makers and resource managers (Baker et al., 2020; Edelenbos et al., 2011). However, despite the advances in environmental knowledge
and the increased recognition of the importance of stakeholder engagement in environmental contexts (Fazey et al., 2014), science communication between environmental researchers and local practitioners is often weak (Baker et al., 2020; Weichselgartner & Kasperson, 2010). Sustainable agri-environmental research follows a similar trend where local knowledge is increasingly valued as a crucial source of expert data to inform sustainable management practice (Diver, 2017; Oliver et al., 2012) and as one of many forms of knowledge in sustainability practice (Norström et al., 2020). Critical zone scientists are increasingly working in human-modified systems, with researchers studying 2nd generation, agricultural CZOs (Critical Zone Observatories) including a component of knowledge exchange (KE) in their research programmes (Kumar et al., 2018; White et al., 2015). Newly emerging transdisciplinary CZOs for sustainable earth futures (3rd generation CZOs), which combine traditional CZ science with social science (see Naylor et al., 2023), illustrate how Critical Zone science (CZS) can usefully draw on local knowledge and social science research principles to develop CZO programmes to meet scientific as well as wider socio-ecological system benefits, such as improving achievement against sustainable development goals (SDGs).

The field of agri-environmental management is becoming more conscious of KE between different groups and individuals to improve knowledge-based practices (Keen et al., 2005; Rist et al., 2007), and to facilitate evidence-based decision making (Lucy et al., 2017). New insights and practices can be incorporated into behavior changes through social learning (Storr et al., 2017; Vogl et al., 2015) and social interactions (Morgan, 2011). To achieve effective two-way agri-environmental knowledge communication, a key step is gaining a better understanding of farmers’ and local government knowledge sharing and learning processes to improve farming sustainability (Thomas et al., 2020). As knowledge practices are “thoroughly social” (Tsoulvalis et al., 2000), it is critical to understand that different sources of knowledge obtain salience, credibility, and legitimacy in different social contexts (Thomas et al., 2020). Scientists need to position themselves reflexively within the social context of the landscapes and ecosystem processes they study (Montana et al., 2020), and this is where social science comes in. Good social science in this context would involve studying rural social processes across scales, that is, from the relevant level of policymakers down through the community to the level of individuals. This approach needs to embrace the diversity and complexity of human-human interactions in critical zone landscapes, by situating and grounding the social science research in relevant theories, so that key issues such as social power dynamics and trust can be captured (Fielke et al., 2022). Without a nuanced and critical understanding of these multi-scale and key social interactions which, few, if any effective KE and/or management interventions are likely to be possible.

Understanding how people learn, who they learn from, and the social dynamics within which learning takes place (Fielke et al., 2022) is an example of reflexivity in relation to knowledge co-production, such as shared CZ research design between scientists and local communities in which transdisciplinary CZ science is situated (Naylor et al., 2023).

We carried out a Scopus review of papers between 2018–2023 (extending the study of Zheng et al., 2019a) to include social science and farmer learning in the keywords. This identified 25 papers mainly from Europe and African regions that discussed knowledge exchange, social science and farmer learning. These papers showed that the relationship between social science and KE in agricultural and environmental sciences remains a very narrow but emerging research field. The extant research mainly focused on the following aspects: (a) social learning process via knowledge co-production that emphasizes the importance of building trusted partnerships between scientists and agricultural stakeholders (e.g., agricultural trade associations, farmers, marketing agencies, social scientists) as a mechanism for KE where social factors influenced outcomes of KE (e.g., Bayne et al., 2016; Krzywoszynska, 2019; Sewell et al., 2014; Nocco et al., 2020; Stroud and Goulding, 2022). For example, Bayne et al., 2016 demonstrates that key success factors in enhancing science knowledge uptake requires relationship building, particularly trust building between parties in developing informal and formal relationships where informal interactions can better foster good knowledge exchange-co-ordination, co-operation and communication. (b) new digital technologies and methods to facilitate uptake and diffusion of divergent agricultural including social media (Stroud & Goulding, 2022), social learning videos (Fry & Theime, 2019; Karubanga et al., 2017), participatory Geographical Information System (GIS, Gonzalez, 2002) and their potential contribution to social learning via farmer networks and/or discussion groups (Wychkus et al., 2018). (c) the fundamental role that farmers’ social interpersonal networks influence their learning and implementation of innovative farming practices where different networks and diverse social practices contributing to learning processes (e.g., Chiffoleau, 2005; Fry & Theime, 2019). In these studies, social scientists and agricultural scientists are often brought together to improve
The geographic setting of three agricultural regions in China studied in this research. Map source from Google Maps (2021).

2. Study Areas

This research was conducted as part of the China-UK Critical Zone program (2016–2019) program that examined soil-water-human interactions in three different stressed agricultural landscapes in China, including karst (in Puding County, Guizhou Province), red soil (in Yujiang County, Jiangxi Province) and Loess Plateau (in Changwu County, Shaanxi Province) (Figure 1, Table 1). The socio-demographic characteristics of the three studied counties area described below and summarized in Table 1, providing useful social context alongside the physical geography settings described in Naylor et al. (2023). In all three regions, Grain for Green has been a key National Environmental policy designed to reverse soil and ecosystem degradation in these regions.
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Karst aquifers are crucial irrigation and drinking water sources; the karst landscape in Guizhou Province is part of the largest continuous karst region in the world (Zha & Seip, 1991). Karst systems are highly vulnerable to contamination (Qin et al., 2020), affecting delivery of SDG6 access to clean water. Increased deforestation and reclaimed land for farming (1970s–present) has resulted in substitutive ecosystem deterioration where rocky desertification in Puding County contributed >35% of the total desertification in Guizhou Province. Farmer income was also low in this county (Table 1), and until 2019 was on the poverty-stricken list (the People's Government of Puding County, http://www.aspdp.gov.cn). In 2021 it had a gross domestic product (GDP) of 15.5 billion RMB with a year-on-year increase of 10.4%, and an 8.2% increase in primary industry. In 2022, 35% of the land was agricultural (the People's Government of Puding County, http://www.aspdp.gov.cn). The region is still facing increasing environmental challenges particularly resulting from drought, water pollution from fertilizer leaching, and soil erosion from intensive cultivation (Qin et al., 2020; Yue et al., 2020).

Red soil in Jiangxi Province is part of the highly weathered, widely-distributed red soil landscape (covering 21% of China's land area, Liu et al., 2017), to the south of the Yangtze River in subtropical and tropical China (Zhang et al., 2020). Nitrogen is a major issue here. The Jiangxi red soil region has experienced increasing impacts of chemical fertilisers over the past six decades (Zhang et al., 2013), while human atmospheric N inputs have further increased N inputs to the soils (Cui et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2013). By 2020, forests cover 40.13% of the total land area (the People's Government of Yujiang http://www.yujiang.gov.cn). In 2019, Yujiang had a GDP of 15.2 billion RMB with a year-on-year increase of 26%. An 3.8% increase in primary industry was observed in 2018, with about 75% (0.29 millions) of Yujiang's population depended on the agricultural sector, which decreased from 80% in 2013.

The Chinese Loess Plateau covering about 640,000 km² in the upper and middle reaches of China's Yellow River, is the largest and deepest loess deposit area in the world (Ren et al., 2020) which sustains about 8.5% of the Chinese population with only 6.6% of the national land area with a population density of 168 people per km² (Lv et al., 2019). Socio-economically, it is a critical part of China's great western development strategy and stands as a bridge linking western and eastern regional economies. However, the soils in the region have been characterized as the most highly erodible globally (Laflen et al., 2000), resulting from poor agricultural practice, overgrazing and deforestation leading to degraded ecosystems, desertification and unproductive agriculture over the past several decades (Fu et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2013). Changwu County is located in Shaanxi Province. By 2021, 60% of Changwu's population live in rural areas, GDP is 11.8 billion RMB with a year-on-year increase of 1.5%, with an increase of 6.2% (2.02 billion RMB) in primary industry output.

3. Research Process

A practice-based, reflective research approach, focusing on not only the learning practices within communities of practice, but also the research practice per se (Keen et al., 2005; Morgan, 2011) was used for the team of CZ scientists involved (Naylor, Oliver, Waldron, Zheng). There is growing recognition of the need for and value of critical reflexivity by scientists working on environmental sustainability topics including conservation (Montana et al., 2020) and flood risk management (Whatmore, 2009), and how practice-based research drawn from the arts and design fields, can enrich interdisciplinary research processes (Koskinen et al., 2012). Our research process evolved from initial framing as data gathering to inform CZ science (Zhang et al., 2018), to understand scientist's experience of KE (Zheng et al., 2019a) and qualitative and quantitative surveys of farmer pressures and experiences (Oliver et al., 2020) to KE research (Naylor et al., 2023). This led to the realization that understanding farmers’ challenges could only be achieved through a more thorough engagement with theory and methods from social science.

This social science informed KE research was conducted in two phases and in two levels of detail, using questionnaires and semi-structured interviews with smallholder farmers and officials at different governance levels—village, town and county. This first phase aimed to support the CZ scientists with their research and inform the KE activities for the project. It was designed and executed by scientists. Phase 1 was carried out in 2016 in the Puding county in the Karst CZO, one of the poorest regions of China (Figure 2, Buckerfield et al., 2019a) and aimed to understand...
a key aspect of KE—the learning practices of local farming communities and government (village to country level). Specifically, we sought to understand who smallholder farmers learn from, what they learn about and how they prefer to learn. Findings from interviews and questionnaires during this phase allowed us to develop an initial conceptual understanding of learning processes and pathways, along with data on human impacts, pressures on livelihoods and current sustainable farm management experiences (Buckerfield et al., 2019a; Naylor et al., 2023; Oliver et al., 2020) that could guide KE activities of the Karst CZO project. However, the richness of the data on social dynamics in the studied villages (see analysis below), and our realization of how these social processes strongly influenced to whom and how CZ science could be shared, led us to investigate these social processes in more detail.

3.1. Phase 2 Including Social Science

Fortunately, additional funding was secured (see Naylor et al., 2023) enabling us to increase the depth and spatial breadth of our work, to undertake a more extensive comparative analysis between three regions (Figure 1). Phase 2 surveys took place in 2018 and 2019 and included a detailed follow-up series of interviews in the primary case study location, in Puding County (Figure 1), to further explore farmers’ learning networks, to improve understanding of local social dynamics within and between groups and to identify any new actors involved in smallholder agricultural practice. At this point in the KE research process, we realized, that as a team of scientists (Oliver, Waldron, Zheng) and a KE specialist (Naylor) coming from a science-policy-practice background, that we needed to bring in human geography and social science perspectives to help us frame, interpret and analyze these data. A voluntary team of social scientists joined our team as research collaborators (Munro, Rui Chng, Stanton) along with a human geographer hired to assist with a further follow-on project (NERC MIDST, Wang), to help us theoretically ground and analyze our data. This led us to borrow concepts from a social capital frame, allowing us to interrogate our data more rigorously, to identify where and how scientists are involved in these social processes. For example, our questionnaire data showed (link to results, Section 4) that the types of social ties that were important to learning about sustainable farming varied between groups and locations.

The second goal of Phase 2 was to test and refine this conceptual model in two other regions to explore the spatial variations in knowledge sharing and information flows; knowledge that can usefully guide KE activities between CZ scientists and the inhabitants of human-modified CZOs (Naylor et al., 2023). These refined interview questions along with the original questionnaire surveys were replicated in two of the other CZOs in the China-UK program, Red soil (Yujiang, Jiangxi) and Loess Plateau (Changwu, Shaanxi), to examine spatial variations in learning dynamics (Figure 1). We chose to utilize social capital as the major theoretical framework because it had a good fit with the results from our Phase 1 survey findings, where strong bonding networks and limited bridging and linking networks were found. Adopting the principles of this approach allowed the data gathered here to be qualitatively classified using a well-developed framework, and described using a common vocabulary (bonding, bridging, linking), helping to discuss which relationships are important and to better understand the social context within which CZ science and KE activities are being carried out.

Social capital has been understood in a number of different ways (e.g., Cofré-Bravo et al., 2019; Hurley, 2017; Leve- brey et al., 2016; Narayan, 2002; Woolcock, 1998) where bonding, bridging and linking capital are commonly used concepts. Bonding social capital are bonds within communities that facilitate cooperation and connection between members of families and their local farming communities (Fisher, 2013; Narayan, 2002; Tregear & Cooper, 2016). Kinship ties are important social relations in rural Chinese society (Tang et al., 2019) where bonding social capital among villagers is typically strong and easily established (Pretty & Ward, 2001). Bridging social capital, between
groups, increases the access to sources of new information from different groups where degree of support, trust and the norms of other networks is used to assess the strength of this capital. In China, village officials form an important bridge between smallholder farmers and government; they are not only accountable to local governments, but also embedded in agricultural production and rural life (Liu & Zheng, 2021). Linking social capital allows individuals access to sources of power, finance, training and scientific-based information from more distal groups of actors, including academics (Saint Ville et al., 2016). Knowledge sharing with bonding and bridging social capital is typically more tacit and context dependent (e.g., experiential knowledge from family and peers), than the explicit and standardized types, such as new knowledge from researchers, passed on through linking social capital networks (Putnam et al., 1994). While social capital has been increasingly utilized as a useful tool to facilitate knowledge sharing and establish social learning partnerships within farming communities (Leta et al., 2018; Pretty & Ward, 2001; Skaalsveen et al., 2020), studies have insufficiently addressed how the local social structure, learning dynamics, relationships of trust and social norms influence KE and co-production between farmers, policy-makers and scientists. Here, we used bonding, bridging and linking social capital (after Klerkx & Proctor, 2013) to analyze farmers’ knowledge and learning process through their interpersonal networks (Table 2).

3.2. Data Collection and Analysis

Data were gathered using a mixed methods approach combining primary semi-structured interviews and questionnaire surveys of smallholder farmers, and village, town and county leaders (Oliver et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2019a; all data is held in freely accessible depositories via Zheng et al., 2019b, 2022). Researchers had support from Chinese collaborators where Chinese college students from farming families pilot tested the surveys and were trained to gather farmer questionnaire data in the local dialects (Oliver et al., 2020). Officials completed their own questionnaires in Mandarin. Interviews for both farmers and officials were carried out, transcribed and coded in Mandarin. For the learning aspect of the KE research reported in this paper, the farmers’ questionnaire consisted of: (a) farmer sociodemographic information; (b) farming practices and environmental awareness of soil and water management; (c) experience and attitudes toward learning new farming techniques. The officials’ questionnaire consisted of: (a) perceptions of local agri-environmental issues, (b) the best way to support farmers; (c) the advice and training they provided farmers for agri-environmental management. In total across both phases, 351, 114 and 167 smallholder farmers in Puding, Yujiang and Changwu completed questionnaires, respectively. In total, 47, 15 and 15 officials completed questionnaires in Puding, Yujiang and Changwu, respectively. These data were analyzed quantitatively, based on our earlier work (Oliver et al., 2020). Chi-square tests were used to test for associations ($p < 0.05$) between location (Puding, Yujiang, Changwu) and perceived views on farming challenges, environmental awareness, and experience of and interest in learning. Cramer’s V was used as a post-hoc test to determine strengths of association, with a threshold of $>0.25$ indicating a very strong association and $>0.15$ strong. The officials’ questionnaire data were used qualitatively (due to small sample size) to enhance the analysis and conceptual framework development. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 30 farmers and two-agri technicians in Puding county and 37, 14 and 13 interviews with government officials in all three regions (Puding, Yujiang and Changwu respectively). These interviews allowed us to further understand respondents’ perspectives and experience of sustainable farm management approaches and farmer training. Knowledge sharing and information flows in the studied communities were thus qualitatively evaluated by inductively coding the data (Thomas, 2006) using a social capital theoretical frame (Table 2). These data were used to explain the interaction between different social groups and to further refine the framework, as they allowed us to understand some of the interactions between scientific researchers and government, the flows of this information between actors and their contributions to farmers’ learning.

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. Phase 1 and 2 Questionnaire Data Results

The qualitative and quantitative analysis of questionnaire data allowed us to test the strength of social network preferences. It allowed us to gain information about who they learn from, identifying the key actors involved in sustainable agriculture learning and training and if they varied spatially between regions.

4.1.1. Willingness to Learn

An overwhelming interest in learning new farming methods was observed between farmers (76% in Puding, 73% in Yujiang and 75% in Changwu), and farmer training was strongly supported by the town leaders (88% in Puding, 75% in Yujiang and 100% in Changwu), which was encouraging for future KE. The key question/challenge here...
becomes how to improve knowledge accessibility and KE efficiency for smallholder farmers who typically have limited educational resources (Huang et al., 2012)? This requires an analysis of how farmers learn within their social context, which survey data alone cannot provide. It is the addition of social science concepts like social capital that helps to create the necessary context.

4.1.2. How They Would Like to Learn

When designing KE activities as part of CZ science projects, a key question becomes how would farmers prefer to learn and how do government agencies delivering training prefer to train farmers? Our questionnaire data found farmers’ preferences in learning methods varied spatially (p < 0.001, V = 0.22), where farm visits by professionals were strongly favored by all counties (60%, 96%, 56% in Puding (n = 286), Yujiang (n = 92) and Changwu (n = 154) whilst training courses were only valued by 30%, 43% and 55% of respondents in Puding (n = 286), Yujiang (n = 92) and Changwu (n = 154), respectively. In contrast to the farmers’ preferences, training courses were most frequently used by local government, while farm visits were lacking. Only about 60% of village leaders in Puding and Yujiang had experience of farm visits, and none had experience in Changwu. However, interview data showed more receptivity for farm visits by officials. For example, when asked for suggestions on effective KE methods, farm visits and demonstration farms were actually often recommended by the officials in interviews:

“…It would be better to teach farming techniques on the farms. If we provide guidance in a training class, it is just about theories. Firstly, they (the farmers) can’t remember all the theories. Secondly, they still lack practical guidance.” (Puding Village leader 4)

“…We prefer new and effective training methods, such as a demonstration farm. We can bring farmers to visit the farm and give training there. Then they can disseminate to wider groups.” (Changwu County leader 1)
These data highlight the potential use of farm visits but also raise important questions: Why is there a mismatch between groups, and how can these issues be better understood? What social dynamics, power relations and economic constraints might be influencing these different responses and thus the practical suitability of different ways of learning in CZOs?

### 4.1.3. Who They Learned From

In Puding county, strong local farming knowledge flow was observed between smallholder farmers with family, friends and peers being the key groups. Family was the dominant knowledge source for 98% of farmers, and exclusively so for 71% (Figure 2). This knowledge was highly valued and considered as mostly helpful by 73% of farmers. Quantitative analysis of questionnaire data revealed that knowledge sources for farmers showed strong associations between counties ($p < 0.001$, $V > 0.25$). Bonding networks, including family, were less dominant as a major knowledge source in Yujiang (74%) compared to Puding (98%), and even less so in Changwu (39%). Instead, friends and peers played a more important role in learning for more than 60% farmers in these two counties (Figure 3).

The role of government as linking capital was incredibly weak in all regions; this was a common major barrier for farmers to acquire professional knowledge. Across the counties, only 13% of the farmers reported receiving government training, while 88% of town leaders and 92% village leaders reported providing farming advice to their farmers. However, farmers in Changwu seemed to have stronger linking connections for acquiring formal knowledge than Yujiang and Puding. In Changwu 10% of farmers reported they learned from the local research stations (Changwu Agro-Ecological Experimental Station), through, for example, training courses and on-site guidance, while this connection was only reported by 1% farmers in Yujiang, and none in Puding. Furthermore, while both Yujiang (23%) and Puding (10%) farmers had weak connections with government (similar to findings in Fisher, 2013), in Changwu government was a major knowledge source for 58% of their farmers. The key finding from the questionnaire data was thus that there are clear regional variations in who farmers learn from.

### 4.2. Phase 2 Analysis Applying Social Capital Theoretical Frame

#### 4.2.1. Social Networks Underpinning Smallholder Farmers Learning in Puding

Analysis of farmers’ social learning networks in Puding confirms that not all social networks are created equal. Figure 2 below summarizes these bonding, bridging and linking networks for Puding, illustrating the dominance of bonding networks, limited bridging and linking networks.

#### 4.2.2. Learning Through Bonding Networks

Interview analysis aligned with questionnaire data results, where almost every participant interviewed in Puding confirmed strong bonding networks, where they gained experienced-based farming skills intergenerationally within families, from their parents or grandparents:

“…The elders teach the younger generation. This is our tradition.” (Farmer 20)

“…The elders would teach their children when they start to learn farming from a young age.” (Farmers 13, 14)

High recognition of this bonding network confirms farmers’ strong trust in this experiential knowledge source, which has been practised and tested over generations in traditional farming (Riley, 2008). However, limits on the types of knowledge flow through the bonding networks were also observed due to their tight structure and exclusive nature. Dependence on family knowledge can limit farmers' willingness to incorporate other forms of knowledge in their farming practices and hinder the community's transition to sustainable farming (Oliver et al., 2020). Strong trust between family members was often exclusive to the immediate family (Farmer 27) which constrains wider knowledge sharing.

Friends and peer also formed a bonding network which, some interviewees found to be useful sources of learning:

“…Surely (we learn from friends). We often discuss when to spray insecticide, or why your rice grows better than mine. We can share experience with each other.” (Farmer 10)

This network appeared to be maintained by moral incentives from “shared local identity” and “common goals to improve welfare” (Farmers 10, 11). However, the majority of questionnaire respondents viewed this as a weaker (used by 31% of farmers) bond compared with family, and only 54% believed it was mostly helpful. It thus had
lower credibility as a source of learning. Less trust in friends and peers was also observed in the interview data due to business competition between farmers, limiting the knowledge sharing and training efficiency between farmers in some cases, showing variable bonding links between peers.

4.2.3. Learning Through Bridging Networks

While bonding networks facilitate connection between groups with similar socio-demographic profiles, bridging social capital allows farmers to share their problems, ideas and innovations to other groups with different interests and backgrounds (e.g. local government). As such it helps farmers to gather external information and better place themselves within the wider community network. However, questionnaire survey results showed that bridging capital was weak in Puding (Figure 2). Interviews showed that smallholder farmers employed by local farming companies (established in the past 20 years) and owned jointly by the village government and private sector (Huang et al., 2012; Ye, 2015) created bridging networks. For example, “Our firms have technicians who can train us [for farming]. Sometimes our managers teach us in person too” (Farmer 17). By providing such training, the companies aimed to improve farming quality and efficiency via this training, where academic researchers would provide on-farm private training. This provided a bridging tie for some smallholder farmers to access more technical knowledge and information about the farming market. Therefore, although this bridging network was very weak in Puding (only 5% farmers reported learning from farming cooperatives), it could be a new pathway for farmers to learn technical and scientific knowledge, given the potential that more farming companies will emerge with the ongoing national programmes of agricultural modernization.

In addition, commercial suppliers of agricultural products (e.g. seeds, fertilisers, tools) were also mentioned as a form of bridging social capital during farmers’ interviews, as also observed in other studies (e.g. Cofré-Bravo et al., 2019). Knowledge sharing occurred when farmers purchased agricultural goods and informally sought product application advice. In many cases, farmers would trust the sellers’ advice without any scrutiny: “We don’t need to learn. If you need pesticide, just ask the (chemical and fertilizer) shops and they will tell you which one and how to use it.” (Farmer 15). The lack of scrutiny limits the value of these bridging networks as different groups have different interests and information within these bridging networks is asymmetric. For example, farmers may be advised by the sellers to use more fertilizer than is necessary to achieve greater profits. In this circum-

---

**Figure 3.** Illustrating the regional variations in knowledge source and social capital bonds used by farmer communities (gray circles) across the three counties studied. The size of the orange (denoting “Bonding”), green (denoting “Bridging”) and red (denoting “Linking”) circles correspond to the magnitude of the percentages mentioning this tie in farmer surveys.
stance, the learning partnership is still at the early stage of informing or consulting, and the lack of shared vision for sustainable farming between groups may compromise farmer’s acquisition of evidence-based knowledge.

4.2.4. Learning Through Linking Networks

Linking social capital was shown to be the weakest in farmers’ learning system: few resources were available to access formal networks and institutions beyond the village.

Yet, linking networks are known to play an important role in sharing formal and scientific knowledge to farmers. For example, they can provide educational opportunities and connections with professionals including researchers (Cofré-Bravo et al., 2019). In China these measures are often framed under national rural and agricultural development policies, especially the recent Targeted Poverty Alleviation strategy, where local governments at county and township levels design and implement various training activities. Interviews with government officials (Puding Village leaders 3 and 5, Puding Town leader 3) described a linking network where many financially-supported training activities about farming, water protection and fertilisation are developed with experts, to equip poorer farmers with professional farming knowledge. For example, town and village leaders commented:

‘‘…Training for farmers is often organised in the township, e.g. at the Agriculture & Forestry Service Center, or the relevant staff would provide training in the village. Occasionally the county officials would join the training events.’’ (Puding Town leader 4; Puding Village leader 3)

‘‘…If organising training for farmers, you could train the village committee first, as they communicate with farmers more easily.’’ (Puding Village leader 4)

This contrasts with the views of farmers. Whilst government officials were the only linking group identified by smallholder farmers in the questionnaires, this connection was very weak (only 10% of farmers learned from government). Importantly, farmers in their interviews did not remark on any training from these sources, which does not accord with the town and village leader interviews. Additionally, some farmers revealed their doubts about government ability in agricultural knowledge and transparency in the use of training and financial resources (Farmer 1). When linking social capital is concentrated in the hands of a few individuals, they may have access to privileged information which could be used to benefit family and friends (Titca & Vervisch, 2008). In Puding, training opportunities were limited to a few farmers who were hand-picked by leaders: ‘‘You have to be the right person… If you are young, educated, and want to learn the technology (then we’ll choose you). But if you’re illiterate and old, we can only say sorry’’ (Puding Village leader 1). While officials must consider practicalities when choosing farmers for training, only a small number may fit their criteria, and some of them may choose not to share knowledge with others (Farmer 10).

Moreover, at the town level, the Agrotech extension and service office, a specialized agency for providing technical training and support for local farming (hereafter, Agrotech Agency), was found to actively share knowledge about sustainable farming methods with farmers. These are referred to as “extension agents” in some studies (e.g., Cui et al., 2018). Due to their limited human resources, they often train a small number of farmer representatives or village leaders to share scientific knowledge with wider groups. Here, the Agrotech Agency served as an important ‘gatekeeper’ or knowledge broker linking farmers and the government, providing direct access to scientific knowledge. A town leader explained it in the case of growing chives:

‘‘It is impossible to train all villagers together (for chive growing) as it is too many people and too much work. So... (the Agrotech agents) select two farmers to take training, and they are sent back as two agri-technicians [i.e. local farmers trained by Agrotechs] to teach villagers...Although village leaders are very busy, we also ask them to take training... Our office is responsible for training them.’’ (Puding Town leader 4).

During interviews, we explored the experiences and receptivity of smallholder farmers and officials to training by “gatekeepers” such as Agrotech officers and/or farmers trained as agri-technicians. Interesting social dynamics emerged. Issues of trust emerged for farmers who are the intended recipients of such training—they felt that farmer representatives such as agri-technicians would be reluctant to teach what they learned from training as “it will increase competition for themselves and take up their own time” (Farmers 3 and 7); this concern was also reflected by some officials suggesting appropriate incentives were necessary to motivate the representatives to provide thorough knowledge sharing. Smallholder farmers’ also did not trust their information as half of interviewed farmers were concerned about information accuracy. This is not unsurprising as other studies have found that technical and scientific understandings (i.e., formal knowledge) can be challenged by farmers who sometimes...
see it as inconsistent with their experiential knowledge (Riley, 2008). They also found the agri-technicians to be unavailable, suggesting a scarcity of resources, “there are some technicians in town, but they don’t give us guidance in villages as they are too busy” (Puding Village leader 4). This accords with government officials, for example, “We need Agrotech agents very much, but we don’t have any in the village” (Puding Village leader 4). Greater political attention and financial support from policy-makers to increase the number of Agrotech agents is thus urgently needed.

Farmers also showed distrust in government’s transparency in selecting representatives, with some believing that the leaders would unfairly favor their own family to attend training over those who were more suitable as representatives. As one farmer said “They (the village committee) choose their relatives (to train)” (Farmer 3). This perceived unfairness in government practice and competition between farmers could influence their trust and willingness to learn from the representatives (He et al., 2016), which compromises KE efficiency and use of government resources. Thus, despite the government trying to increase learning opportunities, such resources were still largely unavailable to most small-holder farmers. These results also clearly show that more research on farmers’ (non)-resistance to collaboration and on how to form strong mutual trust (e.g., Fisher, 2013; Riley et al., 2018) could facilitate farmer representatives’ or local “champions” role in learning and collective knowledge co-production (Grainger et al., 2021; Page & Dilling, 2019).

Researchers and research institutes were not an important source of scientific, sustainability or technical knowledge in smallholder farmers’ direct learning networks in Puding—none of the farmers reported learning from local colleges or universities. However, government officials indicated that they would attend training courses provided by research institutes (e.g., Guangdong Academy of Agricultural Sciences), and they could organize such training for farmers by inviting the researchers and experts (Puding County leader group interview 2). Therefore, apart from acting as linking capital, the government also offers bridging capital for farmers to connect with researchers. This indirect interaction between researchers and farmers could explain the observed lack of knowledge flow between them, which can hinder the efficiency of agri-environmental science uptake by farmers (Zheng et al., 2019a) and also the flow of local knowledge to scientists (Oliver et al., 2012).

These results show that understanding social dynamics and learning preferences such as those described above and in Oliver et al. (2020) are crucial for scientists looking to develop 3rd generation CZOs and training activities associated with them, so that these programmes co-construct and co-produce outcomes that are seen as legitimate and credible to farmers (Grainger et al., 2021; Morris, 2006) and are relevant to their most pressing needs and adverse environmental impacts such as fertilizer use (e.g., Naylor et al., 2023). This will help improve livelihoods and thus delivery of SDGs. This approach could also help enhance farmers’ trust in training and greater uptake of the multiple-forms of knowledge provided (Arnott et al., 2020; Cvitanovic et al., 2021). While such knowledge incorporation may be challenging for the scientific community, it is necessary if co-produced knowledge is to be developed fast enough to overcome the sustainability challenges presented by a rapidly changing world (Norström et al., 2020).

### 4.3. Regional Variation in Social Capital for Farmers’ Learning

The analysis of Yujiang and Changwu reveals the regional similarities and differences in smallholder farmers’ knowledge networks compared with those in Puding (Figures 3 and 4). The three major knowledge sources in their learning system, family, friends and peers, and government, were the same, but the strength of bonding and linking networks varied between regions. Bridging networks consisting mainly of farming companies were weak in all counties, assessed by 1%–5% of farmers. In general, family knowledge was most valued by farmers in each county despite the varied strength of connections (see Figure 3). For example, 82% of the Changwu farmers who learned from their family considered the knowledge as “mostly helpful” although it was the least dominant form of knowledge for them.

Government remained as a key “gatekeeper” and linking network for farmers to access scientific knowledge. Having Agrotech Agencies at the town and village levels was a common approach to sharing knowledge with farmers (Figure 4). These agents would improve their professional knowledge by routinely learning from researchers at workshops and meetings, which created an indirect but important pathway for farmers and researchers to interact. Moreover, in all counties, the higher-level government helped establish collaboration with the local agricultural institutes to promote advanced farming practice. For example, Academician Station, a nation-wide
The science-practice program promoted by provincial and city governments, was seen as a good bridge between researchers and farming practitioners. In Yujiang, the county officials told us “the Academician Station in Jiangxi Province largely helped the development and promotion of rice-fishing cultivation models among local farmers.”

Our research has shown that the precise knowledge transferred to farmers will be highly dependent upon the sites themselves, understanding the social, cultural and physical geographies of each location including issues of trust and power dynamics are thus fundamental for the design of effective KE programmes and ideally, CZO research questions that align science with local needs to more rapidly improve livelihoods and aid delivery of SDGs.

Strong social science understanding and framing is crucial for effective design of locally situated research and KE programmes. For example, use of social science methods in our study allowed identification of the most pressing issues (and thus SDGs) for local people—this allowed us to determine what is most valuable for farmers to learn for to directly improve their livelihoods, environmental outcomes as well as delivery toward SDGs and national policy objectives. Narratives on fertilizer costs gleaned from local farmers can now be usefully combined with

Figure 4. Frameworks of social capital networks for smallholder farmers’ learning process in (a) Puding, (b) Yujiang and (c) Changwu Counties with showing regional variations. Arrows represent the direction of connections and knowledge flow in the networks. See Figure 2 for details for an explanation of the different job roles the people in Figure 4 hold.
the scientific data arising from the CZ projects documenting high nitrogen levels (Naylor et al., 2023), to design a tailored KE program that will help reduce costs for farmers, reduce environmental impacts of excess nitrogen and thus improve their livelihoods by reducing poverty as their farming will become more economically efficient. These measures would also dovetail nicely into national-scale policy shifts, such as no increase in synthetic fertilizer use in agriculture.

Similarly, our research showed that local knowledge was crucial for correct interpretation of CZ science, as local practices to maintain agricultural production in heavily degraded karst landscapes changed soil properties in unexpected ways. CZ scientists conversations with local farmers, made space for this local knowledge to aid interpretation of their unexpected CZ science results (Naylor et al., 2023). Similarly, our study of differential inputs of e. coli into the karst aquifers and surface waters from different land uses (Buckerfield et al., 2019b, 2020; Naylor et al., 2023) was greatly situated by being studied within a well-instrumented CZO where social science research methods were also being applied to understand farmers’ behavior, learning experiences and willingness to learn. Our combined science and social science showed that there would be improved health and well-being for communities as well as agricultural productivity benefits from practical implementation of these policies. Many of these interventions can be readily applied at the local scale, farm scale.

In contrast to the other two regions, farmers in Changwu had less knowledge shared from their family but more from government and research institutes. This was an interesting finding as while government tends to be the weakest social tie for farmers with the least trust in other studies (e.g., Fisher, 2013), it was accessible by the majority of Changwu farmers (58%) and was their most valued knowledge source. This may be the result of more frequent engagement between farmers and government (i.e., stronger linking capital) which helped them to cultivate greater trust and thus knowledge uptake (Fisher, 2013; Pretty & Ward, 2001).

5. Discussion

With rapid changes in socio-ecological systems due to accelerating global climate change and economic development, efficient KE and co-production are urgently needed to enhance the social-ecological resilience of vulnerable communities, such as smallholder farmers in developing economies (Xu et al., 2020). Improved understanding of social networks and knowledge sources and flows underpinning farmers' learning processes can help identify key KE pathways in the science-policy-practice interface. Our results show that understanding of local contexts and knowledge practices is important for improving two-way knowledge sharing between environmental scientists and local practitioners and governments.

5.1. Insights From Applying a Social Capital Lens

Social capital analysis helps us explore some of the social, political and cultural factors influencing local social capital, allowing us to identify the learning preferences of smallholder farmers’ and local officials, and the networks through which learning takes place in the studied CZOs. Underpinned by our data, we produced conceptual frameworks that highlight important trends, complexities and variations in farmers’ social relations and knowledge practices between regions (Figure 4). For example, we identified that local and traditional knowledge is the major knowledge source guiding farmers’ agri-environmental practice in two of three studied regions, where although there was a strong willingness to learn by all people surveyed (farmer to county government level), issues of trust were seen as key barriers by farmers for the uptake of professional knowledge via linking networks. Within this social system, where traditional knowledge dominates, there is thus a need to understand the social processes, and explore which social mechanisms can enhance incorporation of pluralistic knowledge (Norstrom et al., 2020) and effective sharing (Cash et al., 2003) between farmers and more technical and scientific knowledge. In contrast, a more pluralistic KE pathway was apparent in Changwu. Further social science research could usefully study this region in more detail to understand the willingness of smallholder farmers to trust those outside of their core bonding communities – and thus be open to knowledge sharing and learning from bridging and linking networks, including direct interactions with scientists.

The methods used here can be applied elsewhere to inform farmers’ social learning processes in other developing economies facing similar socio-ecological challenges. For national to provincial scale policy makers/practitioners, our research has also highlighted the importance of the local social contexts in which the practical changes (and associated learning) they are seeking to implement varies, within and between communities, helping tailor...
environmental sustainability interventions and training. For example, funding for sustainable land use/agriculture could be more targeted by providing more funding to regions with fewer existing bridging networks for both building these networks and for building trust between them and the farmers managing the land.

Our results show that understanding of social capital networks which facilitate learning is essential for designing KE within the spatial scale of study. CZ scientists must understand the social context in which they are working, and especially the key persons or social group that would be an acceptable conduit for knowledge transfer. Our results show smallholder farmers learn from people they trust, so a social capital analysis can help CZ scientists better allocate scarce resources, and thus create a more tailored, context-specific approach to learning. We found family bonding networks were strongest and issues of trust limited receptivity to other more professional bridging and linking networks. This information can now be used to design sustainable farming training programmes for those who learn primarily from family, where trust in other forms of social capital is weak. For example, future KE programmes in Puding and Yujiang, where recognition and use of formal, scientific knowledge was low, could focus on activities which build trust and increase government and academic engagement with farmers to strengthen trust and with time improve formal knowledge acceptance and uptake (Grainger et al., 2021). This would help build and strengthen bridging and linking networks to facilitate integration of multiple forms of knowledge across power gradients (e.g., government vs. farmers) and social categories (e.g., family vs. government). While the promotion of Agrotech agents can help improve fairness in farmers’ learning, more studies to understand trust building between farmers, government and scientists and trust within farming communities could lead to increased use of farmer representatives in knowledge learning and co-production processes (Grainger et al., 2021), as has been found for Catchment Sensitive Farming in the UK (Thomas et al., 2020). A social science research need was identified as part of CZO research programmes, namely, to explore local issues of trust between different groups and regions, for example, farmers and Agrotech experts, scientists and farmers. These findings all firmly attest to the need to understand the social relationships and learning processes first, before designing CZ science projects and KE activities associated with them.

5.1.1. Context-Specific Knowledge Exchange

These results highlight that learning processes vary between different contexts and that KE needs to be reflective (Reed et al., 2010), where spatial variation needs to be considered in the design of KE approaches (Norström et al., 2020). Instead of a universal method, localized design and adoption of multiple innovative ways to facilitate social learning and knowledge sharing will provide better outcomes (Grainger et al., 2020; Leta et al., 2018). Understanding social processes operating in a planned or existing CZO, would allow more localized KE planning for research projects and avoid mismatches and optimize research impacts, and help governments to navigate the science-policy-practice interface as well as policy frameworks (Karcher et al., 2021). Social science research findings can thus usefully inform, shape, research and evaluate the effectiveness of future KE activities. From a KE perspective, this would allow us to better identify context specific mechanisms for the two-way flow of information between CZ researcher and different groups of users, and to tailor this to each CZO being studied. For example, different gatekeepers and issues of trust in different agricultural communities were identified by our research. Insight into these social dynamics can usefully inform the entry point and methods/materials for KE, for example, Agrotech agents are an emerging linking network that were trusted by farmers in some communities.

The following questions are posed to further elaborate on our findings, link them to relevant literature and to guide future research on this topic:

- **Are they a good form of linking capital for CZ scientists to engage in these communities, and how would they be trained differently than farmers?** Different learning styles were also identified, where smallholder farmers’ primarily wanted farm visits, which was supported by some town and villages leaders in interviews.

- **Could future CZ funding be used to explore if and how demonstration farms and field visits could help build bridging and linking networks in those regions (Puding and Yijiang) where family bonding networks were strongest?** Studies from elsewhere have shown that farmers are often more willing to adapt when seeing better results of new technologies and practice through field visits (Page & Dilling, 2019). Demonstration farms have been found to help stimulate stronger social learning and trust within the village, where new and sustainable farming practice can be acquired by observing and imitating the trainers (e.g., Agrotech agents) and other farmers (Keen et al., 2005; Page & Dilling, 2019).

- **Could demonstration farms also stimulate stronger trust in China and lead to more active knowledge co-production and sharing between farming individuals and linking and bridging groups?** Alongside this
social capital research, it is important to design future CZOs so that the effects of these new learnings on the social-ecological resilience of farming communities to pressing environmental issues can be evaluated (Chen et al., 2014; Fazey et al., 2014).

We consider that due to local variability in locations (Figure 5), a one-size-fits-all approach to KE will be inadequate for most sites. Instead, incorporating social science research in the initial research design stage, and further modifying the design iteratively as social and geoscience research advance together will be more able to accurately map out KE planning for sites. The importance of bonding as the primary driver of KE in both Puding and Yujiang has direct policy effects. Bonding, in this case of family members, passes down techniques and knowledge of farming on these particular sites. In such a context, it may be particularly difficult for outside experts, either from higher learning institutes or from government departments to change farmers’ practices. In smallholder sites therefore, KE planning must pay particular attention to the issue of trust. In contrast, where linking predominates (the Changwu site contains agri-companies with permanent agri-advisors) KE is significantly easier to initiate and maintain (Figure 4).

While it is important to emphasize the uniqueness of each site in academic contexts, and the need for place-based research on these topics (e.g., Bayne et al., 2016; Chiffoleau, 2005; Skaalvassen et al., 2020) we also acknowledge that government and other bodies have time and funding constraints which mean that this is not always possible. In the Chinese context, and following from the findings of this study, we tentatively suggest that a generalizable KE strategy for future projects may be possible through classifying sites as “smallholder sites” and “agri-company sites.” The former are primarily characterized by bonding, and the latter by linking. Our conceptual models of KE processes, and interpersonal social networks derived from our qualitative data can also be used as reference points upon which these networks (Figures 3 and 4), their trust, and power dynamics can be further elucidated—especially as rapidly emerging digital communication opportunities (Stroud & Goulding, 2022) continue to develop between small-holder farmers, scientists and other actors.

5.2. Social Science as an Integral Part of Future CZ Science Studies

In order to tailor CZ science programmes to co-deliver results for science and to have human and ecosystem benefits, a firm understanding of the social system in which CZ processes are operating is needed. This requires a re-framing of CZ science so that it is more human-centric, by incorporating local knowledge and study of the social dynamics of the actors shaping CZ processes to build trust with local actors (Karcher et al., 2022) as an integral part of future CZ science (Latour, 2021). In CZOs with large rural populations such as those in China, farmers as stewards of the land (Zhang et al., 2016) are key agents of CZ function, but also have a wealth of local knowledge of their environment, agricultural practices, ecological suitability (e.g., for agroforestry, Rigal et al., 2018; Girard, 2015 for agricultural innovation) and their cultural, social and political context (Naylor et al., 2023; Wu & Pretty, 2004). We describe this integration of local and scientific knowledge as a 3rd generation approach to CZ science (Naylor et al., 2023), in which key stakeholders co-design and co-produce research initiatives that create new dialogues and training opportunities. The outputs of 3rd Generation CZO programmes integrate CZS, social science and local knowledge and should be precursors to the development of fit-for-purpose national policy and locally tailored actions that improve social-ecological livelihoods. We propose a blueprint with specific recommendations that could usefully inform the design of 3rd Generation CZ, planetary boundaries and planetary health research agendas and sampling strategies worldwide that can better achieve these goals. Based on the findings of this research, we have conceptualized how a combined social science, CZ science, local knowledge and KE approach to CZ research could work (Figure 5).

Ideally this social science research would be conducted prior to the development of international collaborative science studies, at Stage 1 in Figure 5, so that the research questions and KE activities are well-tailored to engage different stakeholders and incorporate pluralistic knowledge at the outset of a project—allowing best practice in knowledge co-production and use for sustainability (Grainger et al., 2020; Norström et al., 2020). This approach would allow CZ science to be designed to ensure it is beneficial to the most pressing local needs, whilst achieving goals of funders (e.g., poverty alleviation, climate mitigation or achieving SDGs). For example, smallholder farmers’ identified fertilizers as the most expensive component of their farm. Could we usefully design CZ science that could measure both the effects of reduced synthetic and improved organic fertilizer use on the landscape, using conventional CZ science methods alongside social science research evaluating the learning approaches used, the social impacts of the changes, such as improved income and less hunger for farming
Figure 5. Conceptual diagram illustrating the six stages in a transdisciplinary CZO research project life cycle for sustainable Earth futures to incorporate social science research (SSR), CZ science, local knowledge (LK) and KE activities.
Funding to support just inclusion of local knowledge. (all Stages)

- KE is different than SSR, and both need funding on programmes designed to address planetary boundaries, planetary health, ecosystem services (e.g., SDGs), (all Stages)
- Funding to support just inclusion of local knowledge. (all Stages)

Note. Stages listed in each column refer to the stages drawn in Figure 5. SSR, social science research; CZO, Critical Zone Observatory; CZS, Critical Zone Science; KE, Knowledge exchange; SDG, Sustainable Development Goal.

5.2.1. Precursor Activity to CZO Project Design and Implementation

Preassessment of local community pressures, needs and potential local scale social context and responses, as well as their learning experiences and preferences is recommended in advance of CZO establishment. This will direct focus to social-ecological systems that accelerate the collective ability to meet policy objectives, to achieve SDGs, avoid ecosystem tipping points and improve planetary health (Figure 5, Table 3). Overall, we recommend that future CZ science funders and project planning involves a priori engagement with local communities, so that local, context specific hypothesis driven research questions can be co-developed from the outset.

5.2.2. Incorporating Local Knowledge, Human Activity and Social Context Into the Design of CZS

Farmer-to-scientist KE can be mutually beneficial but requires these activities to be appropriate to the local social context, with ample time, resource and where required, mediation, to overcome barriers (e.g., sociocultural, language) and to engender trust (Karcher et al., 2022). In CZOs with large rural populations such as those in China, farmers as stewards of the land (Zhang et al., 2016) are key agents of CZ function, but also have a wealth of local knowledge of their environment, agricultural practices, ecological suitability (e.g., for agroforestry, Rigal et al., 2018) and their cultural, social and political context (Wu & Pretty, 2004). Local knowledge is invaluable for interpreting CZS data in heavily human-modified systems, where local adaptation measures to cope with economic and environmental pressure on livelihoods modify CZ processes in unexpected ways (Naylor et al., 2023). Crucially, local human activities to maintain resilience are often innovative with positive effects on the landscape and communities in these CZOs illustrating how the landscape is locally shaped and held together by people as well as living organisms (Latour, 2021). Future CZS programmes would benefit from drawing on this local expertise and practice to co-design CZS questions and use this knowledge to help interpret CZS findings (Naylor et al., 2023; Figure 5).

5.2.3. Funding and Delivering 3rd Generation CZS

Figure 5 outlines what long-term funding of a new CZO, planetary health or social-ecological systems research program would ideally look like, where additional funding streams from government agencies or industry could support the program after the initial phases of SSR and CZS research (Stages 1–2) are completed, whereby stages 3–5 could be co-funded by these organizations alongside academic research councils. Similarly, for places where 2nd generation CZO or other planetary health, ecosystem services or social-ecological systems research already provides the foundational knowledge gained in stages 1 and 2, it would be advantageous to co-fund research for stages 3–5 by government funders and/or non-profit organizations, or via commercialization. This would allow the social and ecological impacts of context-specific and suitable management interventions (e.g., Stages 3 and 4) to be robustly evaluated (in Stages 5 and 6), providing key evidence of the impacts of policies and practice changes on environmental and social outcomes—and thus progress toward improving planetary health assess-
ment. Crucial to this is the flexible nature of the funding (Table 3), so that each project has the flexibility for within project double or even triple loop learning (Johannessen et al., 2019), where insights from SSR and local communities can inform and refine CZS studies during the life of a CZ project, and where the social-ecological impacts of national to local scale policies and practice for the lived inhabitants of CZOs and their landscapes can be more effectively evaluated (Stage 6).

6. Conclusions

Ultimately, the successful delivery of national policy requires both high level policy implementation support tools and local scale actions that are co-designed with local actors. In order to support long term change, even after project funding has dried up, local actors must perceive change as positive, and integrate this change into their everyday practice. Our analysis shows that using a social capital lens helps us to consider the social relationships influencing learning, that can improve KE practitioners’ and CZ scientists’ understanding of the social relationships within which our KE activities can take place. This understanding ultimately improves the allocation of scarce resources to support local farmers as they change their farming practices. Through a social capital lens, we were able to gain insight about the studied communities, helping identify opportunities and difficulties of how to bring knowledge in, how and with whom to build trust.

The application of this social capital lens specifically, and social science more generally into the later stages of this project at the KE phase limited the applied value of the project, in terms of helping to deliver science that could directly support changes in and thus benefit the smallholder farmers to help improve their livelihoods. However the work here also shows the value of flexible, adaptable funding (Naylor et al., 2023), and how it can be harnessed to adopt a practice-based research approach to KE in CZ projects. Through learning by doing, we gradually enhanced our understanding of the human behaviors and relationships in the studied communities. Crucially, this work has shown the importance of moving beyond “if” and “how” local people want to learn, to better understand the social context in which they learn—the relationships between different actors in the community and local governance systems, their power dynamics, social capital stocks and trust flows and how these operate in each local context (Fielke et al., 2022). Funding CZ projects without this knowledge is liable to result in allocating resources in sub-optimal ways. In practical terms, this means issues such as corruption, local distrust and intransigence, and ultimately reverting to harmful farming practices.

A focus on local community relationships has allowed us to show there are geographical variations in learning experiences and preferences, and degrees of trust between smallholder farmers, government officials and scientific researchers between regions. These spatial variations highlight the critical importance of understanding the local environmental and social contexts (Thomas et al., 2020) when designing and executing KE in human-modified landscapes. Interesting social science research questions emerge from this research process such as understanding why these spatial differences exist and to explore if and how some of the barriers (e.g., lack of trust) to information flows and learning can be overcome. For example, our findings have demonstrated that one location (Changwu) would is particularly useful for further social science study on why and how linking networks have emerged and gained trust of small-holder farmers, to identify generalizable trends. Moving forward, we recommend that large-scale research programmes, such as those addressing planetary health and/or CZ science, fund both science and social research, as well as two-way KE activities that draw together local and more formal knowledges and exchange mechanisms.
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